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Host Bafii says:
Prologue:_  The Arondight continues to battle the plague on Noit Cefni.  Medical teams have developed a serum to attack the plague virus and destroy it.  Meanwhile, scans have located 3 possible hiding spots for the missing Klingon freighter while CNS Madson is still missing.

Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Taliza says:
@::in NCMC, debriefing tactical team::

XO_McDuggle says:
CTO: Lt. are your teams ready to be beam to the locations?

FCO_Chottu says:
::reviewing the birds of prey flight patterns at flight::

Terran says:
#::looks over the unconscious counselor and sees that the blood from his severed ear has finally stopped dripping all over his nice clean floor::

CTO_Williams says:
XO: Yes sir.  I have a second team on queue, and the first team is ready on standby on the planet.  A third team is getting ready, in about 5 minutes.

CMO_Madson says:
@::Joanna walked out into the ward room with another tray of hypos and glanced around for Dr. Scoll.  Dr. Cadogen came up and reached for the tray, her eyes brightening::  <Cadogen> CMO:  Doctor, these what I think they are?

Terran says:
#Guard: Did you send the gift to those Federation people yet?

XO_McDuggle says:
CTO: Roger beam them to the locations when ready.



Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The Captain is in his Ready Room on the comm with the planetary government.

Terran says:
#<Guard>Terran: Yes sir, they should be receiving it about now.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: A package arrives at the NCMC labeled for Starfleet.

CTO_Williams says:
XO: Aye sir,.... Team 1 is being beamed to the first location.... team 2 is now.... yes, they are beaming to the second location.  Team 3 is heading to TR1.  ::Checks his Panel::

CSO_Taliza says:
@Ferguson: What happened that made you guys incarcerated?

XO_McDuggle says:
::glances at the RR and  is glad that the Captain is putting up with the Governor instead of him::

CMO_Madson says:
@Cadogen:  Yes, it is.  ::Joanna's smile was tired, but happy::  Keep your fingers crossed that this shows positive, effective results.  I should probably let Dr. Scoll know.  ::looks around some more::

Terran says:
#::grins and looks down at the poor counselor:: CNS: Well we shall see what your precious Federation does now.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: An orderly delivers the package to the CSO

XO_McDuggle says:
CTO: Roger, keep me informed.

CSO_Taliza says:
@Orderly: What's this?

Terran says:
#::turns to the guard:: Guard: Tell our informant to keep a close eye on things over there. I want to know every delicious word the Federation people speak.

TO_Ferguson says:
@CSO: We were obtaining a suspicious individual for questioning.,  He made too much noise.

Host Bafii says:
@<Orderly> CSO: It just arrived, labeled for Starfleet so I brought it to you.

CSO_Taliza says:
@Orderly: Thank you.  ::opens it::

CMO_Madson says:
@::Cadogen doles out the hypos to some of the nurses and takes some herself and begins the new testing.  Joanna takes several and a PADD and also begins testing::

TO_Ferguson says:
@:::Notes his commbadge:: CSO: Sir my team has already beamed out... I have to join them.  ::Nods to the CSO and signals the Arondight for transport to team 2::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Inside the package is a severed ear.

Terran says:
#<Guard>::grins and nods:: Terran: I have already informed him sir.

TO_Ferguson says:
<CTO_Williams> XO: Sir, Ferguson is now joining team 2... beamed out... and now team 3 is beaming out.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::disgusted at seeing the ear, then heads over to CMO::

TO_Ferguson says:
<CTO_Williams> XO: Team 1 is sent to a Warehouse sir... team 2 to a Cavern of some sorts.... Reports from team 3 mention something about a .... rocky region.  The news is still fresh sir.

XO_McDuggle says:
CTO: Thank you, stay on it.

CMO_Madson says:
@::inoculates the fourth person, notes name, time, patient number::

CSO_Taliza says:
@CMO: Doc!  You might want to look at this.  ::gives CMO the package::

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Beams over to team two.  They are positioned outside a cavern:: CPO: Report Crewman.  ::Takes a phaser and a magazine energy clip.::

TO_Ferguson says:
<CTO_Williams>::Keeps up too speed with the teams.  Nothing much yet, they are all taking positions, and setting up still.::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The TO's team sees a huge cavern in front of them.  The darkness inside is complete.  

CMO_Madson says:
@::takes the opened box from Cal's hand and peers in, her eyes widening in disgust.  She gives Cal a look and whips her medical tricorder off her belt and scans, confirming it's ID.  The anger in her eyes is palpable::  CSO:  This belongs to Scott.  ::quickly closes the box tight and turns, heading into the lab::  *CO*:  Captain?

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: the CMO's call is routed to the XO

TO_Ferguson says:
@:Team: Who has that box of night vision monocular? ::Looks around for the crate of headsets that allow night vision through one eye::

Terran says:
#<Guards> ::move to the perimeter and scan for trouble::

CSO_Taliza says:
@CMO: Those bastards!

XO_McDuggle says:
:: hears the COM badge beep:: *CMO*: go ahead Doctor.

Terran says:
#::looks at the Commander and grabs his hair:: CNS: Wakey, wakey Commander. Time to talk.

CMO_Madson says:
@::recognizes the XO's voice:: *XO*:  Sir, I have some ::pauses, trying to control the growing rage she feels:: very...disturbing news.  Whomever has my brother is torturing him...they sent his ear to us.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The CNS groans and slowly regains consciousness.

TO_Ferguson says:
<CTO_Williams> ::Hand gets zapped by a stray circuit in the panel:: Self: Owww!!  XO: I'm heading to sick bay... that hurt!

XO_McDuggle says:
*CMO*: That is not good news Doctor. Hopefully we will find him soon.

TO_Ferguson says:
<CTO_Williams> ::Heads to sickbay::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The CTO's hand is severely burned.

XO_McDuggle says:
CTO: Yes get that fix before it gets infected.

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> ::Walks onto the bridge carrying a cowboy hat, puts the hat on the head of the passing by CTO:: Self: Guess I got here just in time.

TO_Ferguson says:
<CTO_Williams>Self: I hope this leaves a scar.... ::Shakes his hand::

CMO_Madson says:
@<Lennox>  ::picking up his cousin-to-be emotions:: ~~~CMO:  Joanna, what is it? ~~~  ::searches her a little deeper::  ~~~CMO: Scott?!  Those roughens!  Have you contacted the captain? ~~~

TO_Ferguson says:
@::he finds the head sets and hands them out:: Team: Okay, is everyone suited up yet?

CMO_Madson says:
@~~~ Seran:  Yes, I have.  They still haven't located him.  I'm going to preserve his ear now.  Oh, Seran, I can't take this much longer. ~~~

CEO_Syren says:
::drags himself onto the bridge with a cup of coffee and giving everyone nasty looks:: Self: I get to work some more. Whoop-de-doo

XO_McDuggle says:
*CMO* : Doctor, Not to be unfeeling but how are you coming with the cure for this plague?

CSO_Taliza says:
@All: OK, I want to find those terrorist and I want to kick some tail.

CMO_Madson says:
@::with extreme care, Joanna preserves the piece of Scott for safe keeping and wishes several very ugly curses on whomever is responsible::

Terran says:
#::smiles as the counselor opens his eyes:: CNS: Welcome to our little party Commander. Now tell me what I want to know, or I'll send something a little more....::pauses and smirks:: substantial shall we say?

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Puts the headset on his head, and powers it up.  It begins scanning, and he notes a holographic energy form of some sort:: T'mal: T'mal, scan up ahead with a tricorder.... what do you get?

CEO_Syren says:
::drains the cup in one move then forces it into the hand of the engineer at his station:: EO: You're relieved

CMO_Madson says:
@*XO*: I have good news there.  We have begun the new testing.  I

CMO_Madson says:
@*XO*:  I

Host Bafii says:
# <CNS> ::speaking through the pain::  Terran:  Scott Madson, Commander, Serial Number ::stops as he starts coughing heavily::

TO_Ferguson says:
<T'mal>TO: Sir, it seem the cave is quite shallow, but the end of it is a hologram--- a false wall.

CSO_Taliza says:
@*XO*: Commander, it's Cmdr. Taliza here.  We have to find some way to find those extremists and get Scott back.

CMO_Madson says:
'@*XO*: I'm just returning to check on the first patients.  I'll let you know as soon as I see improvement.  ::hesitates::  Please, let me know as soon as you hear from Scott.  I'm very worried.

XO_McDuggle says:
CEO: Chief the COM seems to be breaking up  see what you can do about it.


CEO_Syren says:
XO: Aye sir ::brings up the com relays::

TO_Ferguson says:
@T'mal: Thank you.  *TO_Dicarlo*: Sir, the cave here has a holographic false wall, we are going to move in, but we don't know if our communicators will pull through... Rynar out.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO* : Cmdr. we are working on it now.

Terran says:
#::whips the counselor's head around:: CNS: Enough of that Starfleet drivel! ::motions to the guard:: Guard: Soften him up a little more. It seems our friend here prefers to have his body parts shipped back to his people one by one.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CMO*:  Will do Doc.

CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: I know you guys are, sir, but getting that ear is the last straw in my mind.  I don't care if I have to go door-to-door to try to find them, the longer we wait to find Scott, the worse off he will be.  Who knows how his health is now.

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> *TO_T'Mal*: Alright, good luck, try to check in  5 minutes, so if the badges stop working, get somewhere where they will.

TO_Ferguson says:
@Team: Okay, team, move in!  ::The team takes arms, and moves into the dark cave.  Their advanced headsets provide sight for them without alerting enemies::

Terran says:
#<Guard>::throws the Commander, still tied to the chair, to the floor and stomps on his hands::

Host Bafii says:
# <CNS> ::cries out briefly from the pain, but remains resolute::  Terran:  You won't get anything out of me you monster.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The Tactical team arrives at the holographic wall.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO* : We have the tactical teams at 3 possible locations for the freighter now .

CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: Freighter?

Terran says:
#::bends down to the Commander and breathes into his face:: CNS: Perhaps not Commander, but then I do have a selection of other Federation slaves to use.

CMO_Madson says:
@::stops by the first patient to receive the new cure and checks his identity on the wristband, then scans::  *XO*:  Sir, very good news...readouts show that the test cure is showing signs already of lowering the virus count.  We will have to monitor longer, though, to see how complete the effect is.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO*: Yes Cmdr. that is where we believe the Counselor is.

Host Bafii says:
# <CNS> Terran: Why are you even here?

CSO_Taliza says:
@*XO*: What kind of freighter?

CEO_Syren says:
::grumbles about comm relays and late maintenance::

TO_Ferguson says:
*TO_DiCarlo*: We are moving in now... ::The TO begins to walk into it.  His headset can decipher the hologram from real rock::

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO*: The Klingon freighter.

Terran says:
#CNS: You dare to question me? Well I doubt anyone will ever  hear from you again so I will tell you.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The tactical team passes through the holographic wall.  As they do 3 things happen.  One, the cavern is now well lit and a large Klingon freighter is in front of them.  Two their comm badges cease to function.  Three an alarm goes off through the freighter.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CMO* : That is good to hear.

TO_Ferguson says:
@Team: Team! Hide!  T'mal, move back and report that we found it!  ::The TO scrambles to hide himself, and T'mal attempts to go back and report the ship::

CMO_Madson says:
@::walks over to Cadogen and holds out the tricorder, a small smile on her face::  Cadogen:  This looks like it may work... I'll see if the Arondight can beam down more of this remedy.

Terran says:
#CNS: I desire to create......::hears the alarm:: Guard: Guard, we've been compromised! Prepare to defend me and the ship!

Host Bafii says:
ACTION:  T'Mal can not go back through the wall.

Terran says:
#<Guards> ::scramble to take up defensive positions::

CO_Loran says:
::leaves his RR with a pleasant smile on his face, feeling good about that 'talk' with the governor::  XO:  Report.


CMO_Madson says:
@ ~~~ Lennox:  Seran...the cure...the first patient is responding!  Excellent work. I'm getting in touch with Dr. Desai. ~~~

Terran says:
#::takes a hypo from a nearby tray and injects the counselor:: CNS: I'll deal with you later.

TO_Ferguson says:
@::T'mal attempts to use a phaser to disable the hologram, first by firing on the wall, and then by trying to fire on the holo emitters::

Host Bafii says:
@ <Gov>  ::closes the channel with the Captain and opens one to the Federation Council::

CEO_Syren says:
::turns around and sees the Captain smiling and rolls his eyes:: Self: I'd love to know why we're all so perky

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: T'Mal's phaser doesn't function.

CMO_Madson says:
@~~~<Lennox>:  Right, love.  I'm working my fingers off.  Will have another batch in a few. ~~~

XO_McDuggle says:
CO: Sir we have 3 tactical teams checking out the possible location for the freighter, the CSO received Cmdr. Madson's ear, and the doctor may have found a cure for this plague we are still awaiting test results

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> XO: I lost Team 2 and 3, 2 warned they might be out of contact, they have 4 more minutes to report in. 3, I'm not sure why we've lost contact with them.

TO_Ferguson says:
@<T'mal>::Runs back and hides with the TO:: TO: Sir, my phaser is failing to function.

Terran says:
#<Guard>::runs back to Terran to report:: Terran: It's those Federation people again. They're breached the field and are moving in.

CO_Loran says:
XO:  Good.  Bad.  Good.  Do we have contact with the teams?

CMO_Madson says:
@*Desai* :  Shehanna?  How's your end coming?  Check the latest results I've downloaded and you'll see this cure is having a response already.

TO_Ferguson says:
@T'mal: Darn...  Plant a charge!  Johnson has two!  ::T'mal runs off to Johnson, gets a charge, and head to the door again::

XO_McDuggle says:
TO: Where were they when you lost contact?

TO_Ferguson says:
@Team: Team, our main priority is to gain an exit if we need it!  Defensive positions!

XO_McDuggle says:
CO: We just lost contact with one of them.

Terran says:
#::slams his fist on the wall:: Guard: Make sure they can't use those weapons of theirs and prepare to engage them if necessary in hand to hand.

CO_Loran says:
XO:  That would be where we need all 3 teams.  Transport the other two into that area.

TO_Ferguson says:
@::T'mal plants the charge and runs back.:: Team: Fire in the hole! ::5 second timer begins::

XO_McDuggle says:
CO: Roger sir just as soon as I get coordinates from the TO.

CMO_Madson says:
*<Desai>*:  Joanna...that's good to hear.  I've got two boxes that will be ready to beam down in...  ::glances over at the nurse packing up::  two minutes.  That is so good to hear.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The charges go off and the hologram is disrupted, however a force field is still in place.

Terran says:
#<Guard>::nods and pulls out his bayonet and attaches it to his rifle and instructs the others to do the same::

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> XO: They were in a rocky area, one of the sites. Also, Team 1 has found a cache of Klingon disrupters.

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Sighs:: Johnson: Johnson!  Can you get a lock on the force field emitters!?

Terran says:
#<Guard>::yells to the others:: All: Today is a good day to die! ::growls loudly::

CMO_Madson says:
@ *CEO*:  Keyser?  ::sounds a little excited and a little angry at once::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Klingon guards stream out of the freighter and begin charging the Tac team.

CEO_Syren says:
::checks the maintenance schedule and starts a diagnostic on the SIF generators - his badge sounds:: *CMO*: Yes doctor?

CO_Loran says:
XO:  Have team 1 place transport emitters around the cache and we will transport them to a safe location.


XO_McDuggle says:
TO: Roger.  You heard the captain.

TO_Ferguson says:
@: Johnson: Johnson!  Set the charges and throw them forward... maybe we can slow the Klingons down!  ::Johnson runs forward sets his last charge and throws it at the Klingons, and runs back::

Terran says:
#<Guard One>::thrusts his bayonet into one of the tactical officers felling him instantly::

CMO_Madson says:
@*CEO*:  In... ::checks her chrono::  one minute would you please be so kind to beam down two boxes from sickbay.  They contain more of the cure for this plague.  ::waits for his reaction::

TO_Ferguson says:
@:Team: Team! Use your rifles as clubs! Today is a good day to live!

CEO_Syren says:
::pauses for a second:: *CMO*: A cure...So you're done it? We have a proven cure!

TO_Ferguson says:
@::The team assembles into a rectangular formation, and waits for the onslaught::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::hears the word "cure" and gets excited:: *Desai*: Taliza to Desai, did Dr. Madson say what I thought she said, cure?

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> *Team 1*: Set up transport emitters around the cache so we can transport them to a save location. XO: Aye sir, but team 1 reports Klingon lifesigns and are moving in on them first.

TO_Ferguson says:
@Johnson: Fire the charge Johnson!

Terran says:
#<Guard Two>::spots the TO and charges over in his direction:: TO: P'Tak! ::lunges at him with his knife::

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Dodges left and throws the butt of his rifle into the Klingons nose... or roughly it's nose::

CMO_Madson says:
@*CEO*:  It's too soon to answer with an absolute positive, but readouts are pointing in that direction.  We will try to put all our resources now into full production.  If you could work with Dr. Desai to boost sickbay's potential for manufacture of the cure, it will speed things up.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Tactical team is down to 5 people.

XO_McDuggle says:
:: transport other teams to last location of teams 2 and 3::


Terran says:
#<Guard Two>::swings around and comes at the TO again:: TO: Federation pig!

CEO_Syren says:
::accesses the transporter controls and prepares for the beam down:: *CMO*: Thank Heaven! We can leave this place now! ::sighs in relief:: *CMO*: I'll go to sickbay as soon as I beam this down...energizing in 15 seconds

CSO_Taliza says:
@::gets giddy when he thinks about being with Shehanna again::

TO_Ferguson says:
@Guard two: You don't give up easy! ::falls to the ground and throws a hard kick up at the klingon's groin::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Backup teams arrives at sites 2 and 3

Terran says:
#<Guard One>::moves up behind another tactical officer and stabs him in the back just below the 6 vertebrae::

CMO_Madson says:
@*CSO*:  Yes, she did, Cal.  I'm working on mass production now.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Tac team is down to 4 remaining, there are 7 Klingons left.

TO_Ferguson says:
@<T'mal> ::Pulls a Vulcan neck pinch on one Klingon, and moves to another::

CMO_Madson says:
@*CEO*:  Thank you, Keyser.  I really can't tell you much help you've been with all this!  Madson out.

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Jumps up:: Johnson: Johnson, T'mal, James, On me!

CEO_Syren says:
::energizes:: *CMO*: You should be seeing it now Joanna. ::checks for any errors in transport::

Terran says:
#<Guard Two>TO: Today you will die! ::pulls out a small dagger and throws it hitting the TO in the stomach::

TO_Ferguson says:
@:Team: Remember that move we practiced?  Defensive Protocol--- ::Gets hit by the knife, and falls over::

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> XO: Sir, the backup team at the cave sight report they see the freighter and Team 2 fighting Klingons both behind a force field!

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: It is only a flesh wound, the TO can go on.

Terran says:
#:;watches the action from the safety of the ship::

CO_Loran says:
XO:  Do we have the location of that cave entrance?

TO_Ferguson says:
@<T'mal> ::Pulls out her tricorder and puts it into a feedback loop, and throws it at the Klingons::

TO_Ferguson says:
@:The TO gets back up:: Self: Darn...

XO_McDuggle says:
TO: Have them move in to help.

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Pulls out the dagger:: Klingon: Now it's personal.

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> XO: They can't.. They can't get through the force field.

XO_McDuggle says:
CO : Yes sir

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Tac team 4, Klingons 4

Terran says:
#<Guard Two>::runs at the TO again his bayonet fixed and aimed at the TO's heart::

CMO_Madson says:
@::watches the boxes materialize and walks swiftly over to them, taking a scalpel to rip them open and begins sorting them out in bundles::  *CEO*:  They've arrived, Keyser.  Will make good use of these.

CSO_Taliza says:
@*CO/XO*: Captain, commander, this is Cmdr. Taliza.  What's the status of the tactical teams?

CEO_Syren says:
::skips over to the Turbolift and jumps in then with WAY to much perkiness says -:: TL: Sickbay ::continues smiling as he countdowns to their departure::

CO_Loran says:
TO:  Can they see anything on the other side of the force field?

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> XO: The team 3 back-up has made contact with Team 3, they're fine and have found nothing.

CMO_Madson says:
@*CO*:  Captain?  ::wonders if he is available now::



TO_Ferguson says:
@:Team: Team, protocol 1!  ::The team assembles into a star formation, the point being T'mal,.. she stuns the Klingons in quick hits, and pushes them back to the others before they can see what is happening... or at least that's the plan::

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO*: They are currently engaged with the Klingons.

CSO_Taliza says:
@*XO*: Location?

TO_Ferguson says:
@::T'mal pulls a snap kick at the klingon's disruptor, punches the Klingon in the nose, and pushes him at Johnson::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Guard Two is disabled by T'Mal before he gets to the TO.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO*: A cave just out side of the town.

CO_Loran says:
*CMO*:  Not now, Doctor.  We have some situations going on here with the tactical teams.  You will need to prepare for injured.

CSO_Taliza says:
@*XO*: Could I be beamed there?

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> CO: Aye sir, they have visual contact with team 2 and the freighter they just can't reach it.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO*: Stand by

TO_Ferguson says:
@T'mal: Thanks, keep your positions... take the targets T'mal hands to you!

TO_Ferguson says:
@::The team works together, and is alive.. for now....::

CO_Loran says:
TO:  Can they blast through the field with phasers?

CSO_Taliza says:
@::grabs his type I phaser from his pocket to prepare for battle::

XO_McDuggle says:
CO: Sir shall I have the CSO beamed there to take command?

CO_Loran says:
XO:  Yes, and if you can get team 3 there as well, do it.

Terran says:
@<Guard One>::having dispatched another tactical officer grabs T'Mal from behind:: T'Mal: Your turn! :: quickly snaps T'Mal's neck to the right and hears the crack in the neck::

CEO_Syren says:
::skips into Sickbay, humming all the way:: Sickbay: Dr. Desai? I here you've performed a miracle. Where's that cure?

XO_McDuggle says:
CO: Roger Sir and team 3 is already there.

CMO_Madson says:
@ ::groans audibly and looks around at the impossibility of fulfilling that command::  *CO*:  Yes sir...but we're past maximum down here.... ::her shoulders slump::  We'll find room.  Just wanted to let you know the cure seems to be effective so far.  Madson out.

TO_Ferguson says:
@Johnson: Johnson! Fall back, take up another position with me!

TO_Ferguson says:
@::The TO and Johnson run back like pansies::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: T'Mal falls but wasn't killed.  However, that leaves 2 active Tac team members and one Klingon left.

XO_McDuggle says:
*CSO*: Cmdr., We are transporting you there.:: Transports the CSO to Tactical site.::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::prepares for beaming::

Terran says:
#::watches the fight with concern now::

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Johnson jumps onto a firm rock outcropping, and Rynar takes a position in front:: Klingon: Bring it on!

CMO_Madson says:
<Desai> CEO:  Mr. Syren  ::surprised to see him, but thankful that Joanna must have sent him::  I welcome your help, sir.  Please, we could use some more equipment to aid in mass production of this cure.  The captain wants enough for torpedoes, is it?

TO_Ferguson says:
@Klingon: It is a good day to die!! But not for me!

TO_Ferguson says:
@::The TO still has the dagger from the other Klingon, concealed::

Terran says:
#<Guard One>TO: Prepare! ::lunges::

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> CO: No sir, the phasers won't even function within 10 feet of the force field.  Fire dissipates when it crosses the range.

TO_Ferguson says:
@::Falls to the side, and pulls the knife on the Klingon.  Johnson adds a nice high jump kick::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The last Klingon falls, the Tac team is victorious.

CEO_Syren says:
Desai: Yes he wants to use torpedoes though I’m not sure how many he'll need ::pauses to think about that:: Desai: Anyway, just let me know what equipment you need. I can also increase your power supply - in fact you can get everything but life support

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The CSO materializes at the cave entrance just as the last Klingon falls.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::finds self outside the cave, and tries to short circuit the force field::

Terran says:
#::taps the console nearest him and waits:: Self: They will pay for this, that I can promise!

TO_Ferguson says:
@:Catches his breath, and looks over to Joshin:: Johnson: Remind me to take up that science degree offer...  ::Brushes himself off and checks on the remainder of his group::

CEO_Syren says:
Desai: IF it's absolutely necessary you could get life support too ::just really wants to leave this planet::

CSO_Taliza says:
@Ferguson: What's going on in there?

CMO_Madson says:
<Desai>  ::visibly relieved. Starts to make a list on a PADD.  Moves next to the CEO to show him what she is putting down so far:: CEO: Here are those pieces we have the most need of.  Do you know if this can be accommodated?  ::looks at him hopefully::

CO_Loran says:
XO:  See if the outside team can communicate with the inside team and tell them to move into the cave.  If we have too, we will use the ship's phasers to remove that force field, if their personal ones cannot remove it.

CEO_Syren says:
Desai: Of course I'll get right on it

FCO_Chottu says:
<TO_Dicarlo> XO: Team 2 seems to be victorious behind the force field, they have access to the freighter now.

XO_McDuggle says:
CO: Sir no one can get through the force field at this time.

Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
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